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Public Funding of Private Schools

1. Government funding of private education can, and often does, compromise the values and goals of 
that school. In 2021, under the Biden Administration’s new policies for the Fair Housing Act and its 
applications, the College of the Ozarks in Missouri was required to place transgender students in the 
dormitory corresponding with their gender identity, contrary to the school’s Christian doctrinal 
convictions.1 Section 220 of the California Education Code applies all of the State’s nondiscrimination 
laws to any school that receives any government funds or receives students that use government 
funds.2 
 

2. Everywhere government has subsidized private education, there has been government domination. 
In France, England, the Netherlands, Germany, and Spain private schools have accepted government 
funds, which eventually led to government coercion of the schools. Lynda Friesen, author of “Choice 
in Education,” asks “‘In which countries where government subsidizes private education, either 
directly or indirectly, have the private schools not in time, come under government domination?’ The 
answer is none.”3 
 

3. When government “gives you back your taxes” through education tax credits and/or education 
savings accounts (ESAs), they return less and attach restrictions to the funds. There is no reasonable 
basis to believe that the government is able to return tax dollar in full – because of the bureaucratic 
and administrative departments each dollar must travel through – nor is it reasonable to believe that 
it is willing to return any money with no strings attached. These options are never truly private and 
free of government intervention, as many may hope.4 
 

4. State spending on education and corresponding student achievement does not seem to hold to a 
causal relationship. For example, Massachusetts and Vermont have some of the lowest spending and 
the highest educational outcomes, whereas Alaska, New Mexico  and the DC area have some of the 
highest per-pupil spending and some of the lowest corresponding student outcomes.5  
 

5. Peer-reviewed studies over the last few decades indicate that the outcomes of homeschooling 
students later in life rival, if not outpace, the outcomes of those educated in a traditional brick-and-
mortar public school. Metrics such as community involvement, general satisfaction in life, and 
financial stability have shown to be quite high among homeschool graduates.6 
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